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Amsterdam Housing
Arie Graafland

This book embodies two academic year’s work of
analysis and design at the Dessau Institute of Architecture
(DIA), part of the Graduate School of Architecture of
Anhalt University, with its focus on critical reflection and
implementation of a specific initiative centered on the city
of Amsterdam. Till so far Amsterdam has mainly focused
on housing projects for its waterfront, and is still staying
away from prestigious office architecture alone. At its
waterfronts you found mostly industrial sites, which formed
a barrier between the water and the housing areas that
have been there for more than a hundred years now. At this
time there is a global plan providing 7000 houses (15.000
inhabitants). In the end there should be about 13.000 new
units. In the sense of jobs, there should be an increase
from the 8000 jobs right now to 22.000 in the future. In the
period 2010-2030 Amsterdam planned to build 50.000
houses more, a building program which has been stalled
today. The framework for this is the so called Randstad or
Delta Metropolis. The main research question of all this is
still; how do we assess contemporary urban plans and
contemporary culture?

intricacies of its internal relations. The studio focused on
the historical development of the city of Amsterdam, and
in particular the northern part which has been an industrial
area and garden city for a long time. Income levels are
lower than at the opposite side of the IJ Bank, the old
city of Amsterdam which was always more attractive for
smaller businesses and high end housing. What sets this
UA methodology apart from many other studio´s is the
analysis where economy, social fabric and the qualification
of labor is not considered an external ´variable´, but the
immanent force along which lines the urban condition
develops. It means an in depth study of the development
of the housing stock, the urban fabric, the many smaller
workplaces, income levels and population characteristics.
But most important was the time based counter strategy
which should safeguard a certain resistance or autonomy
against global influences in the sense of current urban
waterfront development. A development which is
actually taking place this very moment in high end housing
and cultural industries. All texts in the first part of this book
were written by MSc 2 DIA students during the course.

More and more emphasis is placed on the complexity
of space, while the notion of hierarchical structures is
disappearing. Instead, we are confronted with ideas
about networks, streams of information, knots, and a space
that is no longer to be controlled or planned. In reality,
we do not (yet) possess the proper terminology to
label this process. Both Studio´s looked at the city as an
urban entity which is part of a larger and encompassing
Randstad urban megalopolis. More specifically, the
first MSc 2 Studio on Amsterdam North with Heidi Sohn,
assisted by Gerhard Bruyns (who later on supervised
the Jerusalem Studio) was a research and design project
which attempted to access the structural layers of
Amsterdam. The studio methodology was developed
at the Architecture faculty of TU Delft, in the Delft School
of Design (DSD), called Urban Asymmetries (UA). The DIA
project commenced with the traditional tools ascribed
to reading city structure before inverting the traditional
narrative to include other ‘variables’ (economy, social
structure, labor forces and global markets) as part of
a revised explanation what city form is as well as the

The second Studio’s MSc 3 and MSc 4 were organized
with David Mulder and Max Cohen de Lara (XML Office
Amsterdam) and focused on the Houthavens, one of the
last urban waterfront areas in the city of Amsterdam that still
has to be developed. Most of the IJ Bank development in
Amsterdam has been accomplished, but right now we are
in a different condition. Economic development is coming
to a halt, conditions in the real estate market have changed,
and mortgage conditions from the banks are more severe
than before 1998. Limitations of municipal investment ask
for inventive and creative solutions in the simulated design
studio on Amsterdam’s waterfront. In this case we focused
on an ‘what if’ situation, what if the current proposal from
the municipality was put aside and students had to find
other options for development. This resulted in many
different proposals; sometimes centered on communal
living conditions, in other cases on massive development
on the (social) housing stock to create more living space,
a proposal for an artist community combined with
housing in the water of the Houthavens, and an apartment
block influenced by Lissitzky’s Wolkenbügel (1924) for
6

asks for a better understanding of the forces driving our
society.

Nikitsky Square in Moscow, to name just a few. In all cases
urban plans had to relate to the Spaarndammerbuurt, in
many cases an opening up the area to the water of the
Houthavens.

At the architecture schools, the criteria are not only
technical; they are also – in fact primarily – societal. We are
not suggesting that social relevance is not also important at
the other sciences, but perhaps only as an effect, not from
the outset as ‘taste’, ‘value’, ‘aesthetic quality’ or ‘beauty’
they all inform and form the design. The design process
takes place in an open and dynamic system, one which
is, in continuous flux: that system is society itself. There
are only limited opportunities to ‘isolate’ the system as in
physics. The conclusion might be that architecture and art
are practices, not sciences. The construction of the natural
sciences aspire universal application. Buildings and plans
have a far more unique character however. The conditions
the architect has to work with, come from the outside,
programs are determined beyond the control of the
individual architect. Or, as Stan Allen has put it: the practice
of architecture tends to be messy, and inconsistent
precisely because it has to negotiate a reality that is itself
messy and inconsistent. And may be, it is better to drop
the conventional theory/practice distinction, as Allen has
put it, and distinguish broadly between practices that are
primarily hermeneutic – that is devoted to interpretation
and analysis of representations, and material practices like
urbanism, ecology, fashion, film making and gardening. The
vector of analysis in hermeneutic practices always points
toward the past, whereas material practices analyse the
present in order to project transformations into the future.
In this sense too, the Amsterdam Studio´s distinguished
themselves from the sciences, where the function of the
‘laboratory’ is fundamentally different. One of the major
difficulties every studio interested in the hermeneutic
disciplines will confront is how to ´translate´ critical
thinking into the design process. The first MSc 2 Studio
read work from Sassen, Brenner and Lefebvre. It gave them
an in depth knowledge of our current society, but design
is by definition forward looking; how do we ‘implement’
this knowledge. There is no straight line here, we could
only opt for piecemeal engineering by abandoning the
overall grand design. Urban plans in this book are strategic
plans, not always to be realized in full, they have to be
strong enough to resist the often fragmented city politics,
the real estate market with its own dynamics and changing
preferences. Assessment of plans remains a difficult issue
too, since we consider design as a practice with a unique
character in time, we can only ‘measure’ along the initial
procedures and ideas of the designer.

In all three Studio’s we fully realized that the conditions
the architect has to work with come from the outside:
programs are determined beyond the control of the
individual architect. It means that students taking these
Studio’s had to study structural conditions for urban
development, the design process itself can only be
a critical intervention in a dynamic complex urban
condition. This second studio was supported by Isabelle
Doucet who offered a workshop on housing in Berlin
explaining both historical and contemporary conditions in
comparison to Amsterdam.
This extended and critical approach brings us to the
following questions: which instruments are actually
valid for use in analyzing a design, and which ones have
become obsolete? In other words, can composition,
semiotics, linguistics, philosophy, critical theory,
hermeneutics or phenomenology still help us discover
the value of a design? Or are we basically in the position
of a post-modern universe were all these disciplines are
easily used to dress up design? We have to realize that
most design questions formulated in architecture schools
have to do with the how question, the question how to
make it. The other question is however the why question.
For more than a century the issue in the social sciences.
Since architecture and urbanism are social constructions
of reality, they have to deal with the why question also.
Why is this design so important, why is it any better than
the other one? The textbooks in education that deal with
these questions are sometimes drowning in a sea of
unexplained examples and procedures. The best ones
in this field relate to architectural examples as a social
construction of reality.
In contrast to the other technical faculties, architecture
schools are dealing with society right from the start - we
are not only discussing cause and effect here (as might
be the case in technical sciences like physics). We deal
with a material concept that has a double connotation,
both technical and social. Technical in the sense that
materials and procedures of architecture itself form a rich
cultural matrix, capable of sustaining dense intellectual
argument without much recourse to concepts and
language borrowed from other fields. Social because we
are dealing with the social construction of reality which
7

In one of the issues of Harvard Design Magazine, Michael
Benedikt in his Introduction shows that the qualifications of
taste we deal with in education have considerable class
resonance’s. Try this experiment. Sit in on a design review
at an architecture school and close your eyes. Listen
carefully to the terms used in praise or criticism of the work
being presented. You will find that most of the terms used
are virtues more appropriate to people than to buildings.
The design is (or is not) honest, strong, respectful, critical,
graceful, sensitive, interesting, careful; has integrity, is not
wasteful, is intriguing, inviting, bold, challenging, practical…
Call it literary personification, as Benedikt says, the point is
that certain virtues are laid out and judged – the selection
of issues and virtues have considerable class resonance’s.
Why this example? Not because we can get rid of these
judgements. Or replace them by so called scientific
concepts in a mimicry of the natural sciences. What is
entirely possible is that we learn to distinguish between
these virtues and their different social backgrounds
and relate them to the structural economic and social
conditions of our current society. From there we start to
see the relevance of the design work as an intervention in
an urban condition at Amsterdam´s waterfronts.
We hope that the reader of this book will take time to read
it, the design work is part of a wider extended analysis
needing words to explain the research and design results
embodied in this compilation.
Arie Graafland
(German Academic Exchange Service/DAAD professor
Anhalt University, Dessau Institute of Architecture/ DIA)
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Amsterdam History
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Timeline
Historical : Amstredam (1500 - now)
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1500 - 1600

1600 - 1700

Wooden house

Jordaan

16th Century Market Place

Settlement

Located around the Dam and oriented to the canals.
The houses identified the owner´s occupation, mostly
craftsmen and merchants. The houses utilized the ground
floor area as workshop or for commodities. The upper
floor is for dwelling and the attic is used as storage. The
houses rely on the canals for utility and sanitary purposes.

Wooden House (1500, medieval age)

Prominent buildings were built within this period are
mostly canal houses. Every house had and still has its
garden at the back. Gardens are not part of old city´s
public space. Housing taxes were determined by the
house width, resulting in a narrow facade and a deep
layout to avoid taxing. The Jordaan area housing was
an example of shared occupancy. The owner mostly
occupied the ground floor, and tenants lived in the upper
floors and the attic. The area was the most dense part of
the city, with block arrangements oriented to the canals
and accessibility to the network of narrow streets.

Jordaan (1650, First Golden Age)
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1700 - 1800

1800 - 1900

Classic House

Split Dwelling

Settlement

Settlement

Most of the houses built in this period were occupied by
one family with maids/servants living in the attic or in the
basement.

Classic House . Plantage (1700, First Golden Age)

During the period of the Industrial Revolution,
Amsterdam´s population was rapidly growing as result
of increase of the wealth. New factories emerged and
demanded a new work force, which caused an influx of
working classes into the city’s new periphery. Housing
for factory workers developed parallel with the city´s
expansion of the outer ring. Housing blocks were built
with poor quality, with quantity as its main goal. Most of
the housing units consisted of a family of 5 members, who
shared a 20-30 sq m dwelling. The high density raised
other problems of low quality, especially sanitation
became the background of the Housing Act.

Split Dwelling . Kalfplaan (1860, Second Golden Age)
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1900-1965

After the WW1, architects were given extensive housing
projects intended to replace the slums and expansion
of the city. The housing development was regulated as
a result of the Housing Act. Housing for workers was built
around PL Takstraat, later occupied by skilled workers such
as civil servants and teachers. The interior layout consists
of a living room and kitchen at the ground floor, and a bed
room at the first floor. The block type was complimented
by a backyard and a narrow set back from the street in the
front. The imposing facade was typical Amsterdam school.

Mass production housing

Amsterdam School . (1920 )

Settlement

Mass production housing in the ealry 1900s

The first development of high rise housing in Amsterdam
was located in the Berlage Plan designed to have larger
floor plans to escape from the very small ones found in
the centre of Amsterdam, that resulted in a vertical way
of development. The buildings were equipped with
balconies that overlooked gardens to create a community
effect.
Wolkenkrabber the Pijp (by J.P. Staal 1930)
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Post WW II was characterized by an intensive
development of new suburbs. The Osdorp area was
developed according to a garden city plan, mostly
consisting of social housing. With an increasing demand
for housing and the implementation of the government
housing policy, large quantities of housing were built with
pre-fabricated materials with the objective to save money
and time. The block arrangements with inner courts for car
parking was an effect of the growth of the car industry.
Most of the housing consisted of 3-4 bed rooms for the
family members. The social housing was targeted for
Dutch workers, but later it got occupied the majority of the
immigrants.

1966 - now

Pre-Fabricated House Ostdorp . (1950 )

This was a prelude to the Bijlmermeer development, an
experiment of one of the first sub urban developments.
The wide galleries along the third story served as a play
area for children, while it could also be used for delivery.
The apartment layout shows an open kitchen connected
with a living room with central heating. Units consist of 3-4
bed rooms for 4-5 members.
The Gool Plan . (1965 )
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Synthetic drawing
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Huge housing blocks were designed to create large
open spaces. The area was built in response to the
enormous housing shortage in the Netherlands, and
Amsterdam in particular. The idea was to create “a
modern city were the people of today can find the
residential environment of tomorrow”. 13,000 dwellings
in 31 very large blocks were built, 200–300 meters long.
The designers imagined that the new social spaces
would compensate for the limitations of high-rise living.
Covered pedestrian walks linking buildings together
would be lined with shops and create the feeling of
traditional streets. Built as social housing but later allocated
for Suriname immigrants in 1975s, it created clusters of
ethnic populations that later became a major problem as
segregation.

Biljmer . (1966 )

A primarily residential complex situated on a pier. In
addition to 157 homes, the complex contains 600 square
meters of commercial space. Housing units are clustered
into small “neighborhoods” of 4 to 8 houses. Each cluster
is given its own identity through different colors and
materials, promoting an individual expression. The tenants
social backgrounds are as diverse and different from one
another as the design of the building Itself. The building
offers different spaces, living, working arraignments and
interaction, therefor it is to be expected that the tenants of
the building will add to its colorful facades.

Silodam . (Contemporary 2002 )

Important dates

Most of canal houses in the City were transformed into
mixed-use housing, answering to the flourishing of the
third sector and tourism industry. Leasing and rent prices in
the central city went to sky high and made it unaffordable
for most of the middle classes. Although the function and
program of most of the houses has been transformed,
state regulation still preserves the original architecture.
Mixed-use Canal House . (1970 )
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Critical Theory

“Critical Theory is characterized by
epistemological and philosophical
reflections, the development of
formal concepts, generalizations
about historical trends, deductive
and inductive modes of
argumentation, and diverse forms of
historical analysis” (Neil Brenner: What
is Critical Theory?).
Following this line of thinking,
we came up with this synthetic
drawing that shows the here and
now of Amsterdam through a
critical approach, in view to, as Neil
Brenner, Peter Marcuse and Margit
Mayer stated, “deciphering the
origins and consequences of the
contemporary global financial crises
and the possibility for alternative,
progressive, radical or revolutionary
responses to it.”
The drawing is a reflection of the
problematic of the current condition
in which the neo-liberal policies
or even globalization strategies,
structure the urban system. In need
of becoming more competitive
with other cities, Amsterdam has
entered into the network of ‘Global
Cities´. Friedmann and Sassen write,
“the social structure is polarized,
mainly among ethnic lines, because
global cities attract numbers of
immigrants who find jobs in the lower
end of the labor market or in the
informal economy.” This polarization,
linked inevitably to segregation,
is not surprising anymore in the
Netherlands, a country having
one of the strongest European
welfare states. In this scenery,
deindustrialization plays a major
role, as the changes in the modes
of production that led to it, have put
the welfare state under pressure and
have been influencing the spatial and
urban policies.

Synthetic drawing
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Political Economy
From Welfare State To Free Market

The development of the water front,
and the islands in the eastern part
of the IJ Bank show an increasing
land value, therefore, housing
development in the rest of the
waterfront is just a matter of time.
Along with this process there
are other forces acting on it too,

regulations.
Neo-liberal practices are
widespread over the globe,
absorbing and swallowing whatever
is in its way. Amsterdam, one of
the cities known for its successful
development and progress of social

for the good. This development is a
major challenge for politicians and
citizens today in Amsterdam.
The process of deindustrialization;
one of the many characteristics of
neo-liberal policies after the 70s oil
crisis, heralds a shift in the modes

to policies of city branding, tourism,
business and culture; the municipality
is changing its target, from providing
services to citizens, to providing
services to corporations and
investors. Housing corporations
turned into public private coalitions
and partnerships, currently losing
money due to their investment
policies.
As a consequence of this process
of deindustrialization in Amsterdam,
the seaport loses its importance as
shipbuilding based economy, and
Schiphol airport gains the main role
in transport, information and service
economy. This change in the modes
of economic production, becomes
manifest in the cities morphology
by the emptying out the former sea
ports. Today the older dynamics
that existed in the production of the
port economy, have given way to
information services, creating new a
new economic dynamic.

lines are there to serve the system,
allowing people to move faster than
ever before.
Manifestations of this shift are
directly incorporated into space.
The airport, combined with the
historical centre determines a
North-South axis, exacerbated by
the north-south metro line, the CBD
of the new Zuidas (South Axis),
and continuing towards the north
through the new development in
Amsterdam north west, canalizing
flows of business and tourism,
transforming whatever stands in its
way. This axis of international flows
and telecommunications is part of
the worlds contemporary urban
competition, changing the city´s
morphology and giving place to a
new phenomenon: gentrification. A
second axis appears, determined by
the waterfront, as a consequence of
deindustrialization.

Zuidas - a neo-liberalism project at the south of Amsterdam
Synthetic drawing

reconverting land from manufacture
to financial-and service oriented
ones. This also involves housing,
as part of a system of building
production and welfare state

democratic policies, is suddenly
confronted with a neo-liberal
development. The Dutch welfare
state went through many political and
social transformations, and not always

of production from a production
based economy to an information
based economy. Past policies of
manufacture and trade are now
forgotten and obsolete, giving place
28

The new polycentric city depends
on communications, connectivity and
accessibilities; ergo infrastructure is a
vital element in the conglomeration
of Amsterdam. Airport, metro lines,
high ways and high speed train
29

Schiphol Airport with Zuidas project in the
background

Social - Cultural Components
From The Social City To The Multicultural City And From The Creative City To The Segregated City

Since the beginning of 20th
century the idea of equality and
the egalitarian city was high on
the agenda in Amsterdam. This
idea was well developed in labor
relationships, social housing and
generally in the line of city policies.
This had not changed until the
middle of twentieth century, when
Amsterdam started to bring in new
cultures and traditions with numerous
guest workers invited to contribute
to Amsterdam’s new economic
prosperity. Though the majority of
immigrants were granted citizenship,
due to the number of reasons, their
integration in the Dutch society was
not going well.
However, the situation with
immigration was more or less
stable until the economic crisis
of 1973, which marked the start of
deindustrialization and a turn to an
information society. Most of them
were performing unskilled or simple
manual work that was no longer
required. Those who could not learn
new skills to a new standard, ended
up in a new underclass – the service

support from the State.

population.

Since the majority is also from
immigrant circles it is hard to put a
fine line between them. Many of
servicemen are not entitled to social
benefits that were won by Dutch
working class long ago. Many of
them work illegally.

While the government is making
steps towards integration of
immigrants, accepting laws such
as SAMEN or ETA acts, the tensions
between the traditional Muslim
and Western cultures are growing,
erupting sometimes into open
violence.

On the map we see that the
concentration of social welfare and
cheaper housing is located within
areas with a high percentage of
non-western immigrants. These are
mostly the areas, built in 60s and 70s.
Originally meant to be available for
everyone, they became a home
for ethnic minorities, since the Dutch
population at this period began
to move out of the city to the new
towns. Throughout 70s the situation
was not improving and that gradually
led to the point where social-spatial
segregation started.
Former inhabitants are forced to
move to the outskirts or to other
underdeveloped areas where
the process of gentrification is not

Zuidas - a neo-liberalism project at the south of Amsterdam

class. These people often lack,
but not always, proper education,
skills and knowledge. They are
mostly originating from the first or
second generation of non-western
immigrants. Many of them are
unemployed and receiving financial

Synthetic drawing
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present. Though the municipality
has stated that ethnic and cultural
diversity is an integral part of urban
life, many areas are being filled with
high end, free-market oriented
housing or office blocks, affordable
only for a very limited group of the

Urban Morphology And Typology
From Social Housing To Free Market Housing

still living in subsidized rented
apartments, and the emerging
demand for higher quality of housing
(larger units) and owner-occupied
dwellings, in 90s we see a radical
change of housing policy in the
Netherlands. This has made the
HAs financially independent and
becoming to act as developers.
The HAs turned to become Housing
Corporations (HC) as they had to start
selling new and existing stock for
generating sufficient income to be
capable to construct and renovate
social housing. Government control
on HAs became less direct.
Social Housing – Affordable
Housing
Since social housing has been
targeted for lower income groups,
social housing is not for everyone.
The percentages of housing built
by HCs are 70% for sale (not social
housing) and 30% for affordable
housing. According to Wonen, in
Amsterdam in 2005, 3% of the higher
income group, 45% of middle
income group, and 52% of lower
income group is still living in social
housing.

Quoting Susan Fainstein, “Amsterdam
is an egalitarian city because the
social-rent sector is big, people living
in social housing are not stigmatized”.
The words above are strengthened
by the fact that 71,2% of
,,Amsterdammers’’ is living in rented
housing (49,4% social-rented housing
and 21,8% privately-rented housing
– Amsterdam Housing Stock 2009).

Social housing in Amsterdam is
not owned by the state or local
government but by independent
non- profit associations named
Housing Associations (HAs). Until
today, 52% of the Housing stock
is owned by HAs and only 27%
is owned by private owners or
institutional investors, the 21% that is
left is owner occupied.
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From Housing Association to
Housing Corporation
In 1901, the first Housing Act was
passed into law and subsequently
created HAs to provide social
housings. Since then, HAs have
been providing social housing for
a broad segment of the population
in Amsterdam. Due to an oversupply
of cheap housing, misallocation of
subsidies, and higher-income groups

Correlation of Concentration Social
Housing and Ethnic Concentration
There is a correlation between the
concentration of social housing
stock in Amsterdam and ethnic
concentration i.e.: Social housing
stock: 74-80%- Zuid-Oost, Noord,
Geuzenveld/Slotermeer; 63-74%Ostdorp, Westerpark, Zeeburg;
41-63% - Bos en Lommer, De Baarsjes,
Slotervaart/Overtoomse Veld; 3341% - Centrum, Oud-West, Oud-Zuid,
Zuideramstel; Ethnic Concentrations:
71%- Zuid-Oost; 44%- Noord;
65%- Geuzenveld/Slotermeer;
52% - Ostdorp; 40% - Westerpark;
54%- Zeeburg; 55%- Bos en Lommer;
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51% - De Baarsjes; 53% - Slotervaart;
45%- Oost; 37%- Centrum; 38%
- Oud-West; 37%- Oud-Zuid; 34%Zuideramstel. The percentages are
showing that when the percentage
of concentration of social housing
in one of the districts is high, the
percentages of ethnic concentration
in that district is also quite high.
Mentioned areas are mostly in
the post-war neighborhood
districts (Zuid-Oost, Noord, and
Geuzenveld/Slotermeer).
Urban Renewal and New Housing
Developments
Some urban renewal projects
especially in the post-war
neighborhoods (Garden City
districts) have started since
1990s, and are offering a mix in
tenure types and a higher quality
of neighborhoods. One of the
examples is the Parkrand building
designed by MRVDV in the
Geuzenveld/Slotermeer district.
Government policies to demolish
social housing flats and replace
them with urban apartments for
more affluent inhabitants is part
of the attempt to change the
demographic structure with the
hope that this might reverse the
downward spiral of radicalization
and cultural isolation. New spatial
engineering is giving place to new
housing developments which
programs are focused on mixing
income groups and mixed use
e.g.: Whale Residential Complex
in Sporenburg (Zeeburg district)
providing 150 social housing units, 64
rented-private housing units, 1100 m2
business accommodation, and 179
parking spaces).

Het Schip, Amsterdam

The whale - Architekten CIE, Amsterdam

Housing - Theo Bosch, Amsterdam

Borneo - MVRDV, Amsterdam
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Amsterdam Waterfront Analysis
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Amsterdam Waterfront Analysis

Spaarndammerbuurt
westerdok
IJ PLEIN
JAVA EILAND & KNSM EILAND EILAND
Oostelijke HandelskadE
BORNEO EILAND

IJ BURG

Satellite map
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Waterfront Developments Areas

1.

4.

6.
7.

2.
3.

5.

1. Spaarndammerbuurt
2. JAVA EILAND & KNSM EILAND
3. BORNEO EILAND
4. westerdok
5. IJ BURG
6. IJ PLEIN

Developments Areas

7. Oostelijke Handelskade
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Overbuilt area

Public and residencial functions
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Overbuilt area layers

Green areas
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47%

47%

Native Dutch

30%

Children 0-14 years old
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Spaarndammerbuurt

Ijburg

Javaeiland & KNSM eiland
Ijplein
Westerdok

Borneo eiland

Oostelijke Handelskade
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Spaarndammerbuurt

Spaarndammerbuurt

Spaarndammerbuurt

Spaarndammerbuurt

IJburg

IJburg

IJburg

IJburg

Bornero and Sporenburg

Built area:

16%

Living:

88%

Floors in average:

2,2%

Services:

11%

Working:

1%

IJplein

Westerdok

BORNEO AND SPORENBURG

Alan Siu Lun Wu
Egor Goryachev

KSNM&Java
Oostlijke Handelskade

Studio Houthavens
Case Study

Values of housing 2009:

Project coordinators:
XML Architects
Project team:
Güley Alagöz
Polina Plotkina
IJburg//STATISTICS

IJburg//STATISTICS

IJburg//STATISTICS

Step 1
90 m

VEHICULAR NETWORKS

22.4 m

TRAM 10 / 26

20 MINS MAP

70 m

A3

A4

Erich Salomonstraat

B2

B3

B4

IJburglaan

Talbotstraat

B1

IJburglaan

Maria Austriastraat

Cornelis Zillesenlaan

C1

C2

C3

1600

Lumierstraat

A2

170 metres

Dutch Golden Age

1700

1800

Eastern Docklands, 1877

Docklands Expansion, 19th Century

Borneo-Sporenburg, 1980s

Daguerrestraat

A1

Step 2

1.2m 20m 1.2m

Lumierstraat

170 metres

Duarte Pachecostraat

C4
Willam Barlowlaan

Navigatiepad

Sporenburg, 1989

West 8 Urban Plan, 1993

Construction, 1993-1996

2000

Present

Levantkade

Apartments / Single Houses

Block types
Fountainhead

The Whale

Paceman

5% PUBLIC FACILITIES
+/- 7000 SQUARE METERS

public functions
non-residential functions

apartment blocks
private houses
empty/no information

13% GREEN SPACE
100 HOUSING UNITS / HA

95% RESIDENTIAL

HA
NATIVE DUTCH
+/-5387

15500 residents

45000 residents

RESIDENTIAL

500 residents

GREEN SPACE

SCHOOL

Distribution of housing

THE BLOCK

private property

> 5,000 inhabitants.

social rent

40%

will be rented to
middle-class incomes
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* On IJburg nearly half (48.3%) of households have a

family with children.
That is the highest proportion of all combinations
Amsterdam area.
* The proportion of very young children aged 0-4 years
by 17% is still very high on
IJburg and much higher than in other new areas.
* Given the high proportion of homes, one might think
that IJburg a 'white area' would be.
The proportion of non-western immigrants is IJburg (32%)
was virtually identical to the city average (34%).

IJburg

Amsterdam

Architect

HEREN 5
Ed Bijman, Jan Klomp, Bas Lisker
1997-2000

Private

30%
BUILDINGS

Commercial

often located in the

30%

buildings

Comparison of population and housing in IJburg
% with all Amsterdam

70
60

HOUSE
+
SHED
+
WATER
+
LAND

Housing
+
Mould use

Self build

Solids
commercial

Private homes

Floating homes

KCAP
Han van der Born
1994-1998

SPORENBURG I
Willem Jan Neutelings, Michiel Riedijk
1994-1997

50
40
30
20

SPORENBURG II
Atelier Zeinstra van der Pol
1994-1999

10
0

% 0-4 years

% 65 years

%families

%homes
IJburg//STATISTICS

IJburg//URBAN PLAN

Güley Alagoz, Polina Plotkina

Alan Wu Siu Lun , Egor Goryachev
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WESTERN IMMIGRANTS
NON - WESTERN IMMIGRANTS

COMMERCIAL
PUBLIC

60 FREEHOLD PARCELS
Architects among others
1996-2000

IJburg population

RESTAURANT

SEMI-PRIVATE

PRIVATE

JAVA_KNSM

Java House Typologies

Canalhouse with private courtyard
max. 4 floors high

Private houses and apartments
with private courtyard
max. 4 floors high

Java House Typologies

south side typology:
6 floors high
comertials and residential

north side typology:
8 floors high
comertials and residential

Mostafa Mahdy,, Zohal Bashariar

Alexandra Dominic, Roman Kochergin
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IJ-Plein

Studio Houthavens : Case Study

Project coordinators : Arie Graafland, XML Architects
Project team : Larisa Tsvetkova, Piangpim Thongsawang, Zuhair A. Baluch
Years of construction :
1980-90
Area :
15,2 ha
Inhabitants :
2600
Native Dutch :
42%
Non-western immigrants : 46%

TRANSPORTATION
20 MINUTES MAPS

Built area :
20%
Floors in average : 3,2

Living : 92%
Services : 7%
Working : 1%

WESTERDOK

Values of housing 2009:

HISTORY

PUBLIC WATERFRONT & EQUAL ACCESS TO WATER FOR EVERYONE

ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGIES

MIXED HOUSING
DIFFRENT TYPES OF FLATS IN ONE BLOCK
FAMILIES, YOUNG AND OLD PEOPLE LIVING TOGETHER

REFERENCES : http://www.os.amsterdam.nl/ http://www.gisdro.nl/ http://epub01.publitas.nl/atcb/pocketatlas/#/spreadview/10/ http://wikipedia.com http://maps.google.om

Zuhair A. Baluch, Larisa Tsvetkova , Piangpim Thongsawang

Aliya Muslimova, Ksenia Petrova
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a. The city Amsterdam’s architecture couldn’t have developed as it did without certain earlier political changes. In 1901, members of the liberal government
succeeded in passing the First Housing Act.
b. The Spaarndammerbuurt is for a working class district in the northwesterly edge of amsterdam. It was rather isolated from the rest of the city and has
been retained its architectural unity. Micheal De Klerk designed three blocks in Spaarndammerbuurt and style was known as `Amsterdam School’
De Woningwet 1901 telde 10 paragrafen:
1. Voorschriften van aan woningen te stellen eisen
2. Aangifte omtrent het aantal bewoners
3. Verbetering van woningen en tegengaan van overbewoning
4. Onbewoonbaarverklaring, ontruiming, sluiting en afbraak van woningen
5. Onteigening van woningen in het belang van de volkshuisvesting
6. Vaststellen van een uitbreidingsplan
7. Geldelijke steun van de gemeente voor volkshuisvesting
8. Geldelijke steun van het rijk voor volkshuisvesting
9. Strafbepalingen
10. Slotbepalingen

Location

Site plan

The Housing Act 1901, there were 10 sections:
1. Requirements of applicable requirements for residential
2. Declaration concerning the number of residents
3. Improving housing and tackling overcrowding
4. Statement uninhabitable, evacuation, closure and house demolitions
5. Expropriation of dwellings in the interests of public housing
6. Establishing an expansion
7. The monetary support of the community for housing
8. Financial support from the government for housing
9. penalty provisions
10. Final provisions

City Connections

Value of Housing

Function

Spaarndammerbuurt was North-west extention of Amsterdam in early 20th century due to extensive harbour
workers are settling down in city. people from small villages of The Netherlands travelled to Amsterdam for
better jobs and living. after extensive poppulation to Amsterdam the situation of Health and Housing was
very poor. In early 20th century the city implement First Health Act and later First Housing Act, Spaarndammerbuurt is one of the example of First Housing Act.
Spaarndammerbuurt was design by famous Dutch architect De Klerk. This area was developed for low middle
class small family houses who came to city from small towns of country. De Klerk planned the area with both
enviorment of inside and outside public spaces. In Spaarndammerbuurt, De Klerk also planned double ring
structure. Double Ring Block was works as public spaces in between the building block.
De Klerk also planned this area height not more then 5 floor from the road side and 2/3 floors from innersides
with red brick block facades. thats makes in part of amsterdam very calm and gentle.

Background

Spaarndammerbuurt

Built-up Area

No of Houses : 452
Density : 166 wo/ Ha.
Average Block size : 110 x 240
Spaarndammerbuurt is not far from City Center as well as its also not far from coastal line. so it was best location for
the Labour workers to live and work together. Spaandammerbuurt is very next area to Houthaven.

Demography

Early 20th century development in Amsterdam. it was located on the North-West side of Amsterdam for Harbour
Labours .

Public Transportation

As considering Spaandammerbuurt transportation system, its is well connected to city center with
two main bus lanes 22, 48. both are main bus lines of Amsterdam. where as no 22 was only planned
for Spaarndammerbuurt people. where as the main road from city center to ring road is also showing
in a yellow colour.

Functions

Spaandammerbuurt has one main street with alot of coffee shops , health center, kindergarten, bar ,resturants etc
which makes that street very lively and active. As there is no main traffic is crossing that street except bus 22. that
makes street more safe and full of people.

Double Block Typology

Appt Size 60 to 90 Sq.m
Private Garden
Exclusive access to interior courtyards
No Specified Parking
External Block 5-6 Layers
Internal Block 2-3 Layers

Parking

Parking seems to be the main problem for people living in spaandammerbuurt. as on our personal measurements we
can guess that there are 1 car parking per unit. As housing units are very small comparing to parking area. This area
doesnt have parking facility even not in buildings . we can Imagine that this area was built early car age so the
architect might didnt consider for middle class people to afford this expensive machines.

Building Typology

Block Typlogy

Appt. Size 37 - 40 sq.m
Private Gardens
Exclusive access to Interior courtyards
No Specified Parking
External Block 4-5 Layers

Sun Light Study

The above mentioned Sunlight study for spaandammerbuurt is considering for the month of October. it shows
that most of the area in early day is very bright and accessable to sun. but in the evening few streets are shaded
but internal semi Public courtyards are still useable for social activities.

Zuhair A. Baluch. Larisa Tsvetkova
& Piangpim Thongsawang
WS 2011/2012
Studio Master:
Prof. Arie Graafland & XML

Zuhair A. Baluch, Larisa Tsvetkova , Piangpim Thongsawang
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4

Amsterdam Noord
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Amsterdam noord history
Urban Morphology

Before 19th century Amsterdam Noord was basically
occupied by small settlements, a slaughterhouse and
small industries.
In 1876 the new North Sea canal was built, soil from the
canal was used to reclaim land. From that time Noord is
becoming one of the districts of Amsterdam, but still it
was not a desirable place to live.
1900
The lack of connectivity to the Center forced industries
to start building housing for workers and also for
owners of the factories. For example Berlage´s
Tuindorp (Garden city) was built in 1911. In 1921 Tuindorp
Ostzaan was build, a garden city in the west. The district
has been built in the “Amsterdam School” style. Two
similar garden cities were build in the same period in
Noord - Buiksloterham in 1925, and Nieuwendam in 1927.
Reason for this urbanization was the lack of housing for
workers.
During the WWII the construction of social housing was
suspended.
The Post War period was a boom of urbanization in
Amsterdam. Amsterdam Noord was no exception. The
construction of new districts was accelerated by the
direct connection to the city by the IJ tunnel and the ring
road in 1964.
1988-now
From the end of 80s, de-industrialization leads to new
developments on the waterfronts, providing free
market housing. A good example is Overhoeks that
is under construction in the west part of Amsterdam
Noord.
In 2015 the new north south metro line should be
finished, which will connect Amsterdam Noord to the
city center and to the Zuidas – the Amsterdam Central
Business District. It will most certainly increase the
influx of new populations and have an effect on the
development of this area.

Map of Amsterdam before the 19th Century when Amsterdam Noord hastn’t been developed well
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Images of Amsterdam Noord before the 19th Century
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1906

1906 - 1921

Urban morphology

Urban morphology
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1921 -1953

1953 - 1973

Urban morphology

Urban morphology
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1973 - 1988

1988 - now

Urban morphology

Urban morphology
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Connectivity map

Site analysis

Connectivity

Connettivity map

Main Connectivities:
ring road, ferry route, and IJ Tunnel.
Public Transportation :
ferry, bus, and the future North- South Metro line.
Currently, Central Station is the main point of connectivity
but when the North-South Metroline is completed, the
main point of connectivity is going to be changed to
Schiphol Airport. Ringroad is also very important and
the existing site development is not really connected
with ring road.

Existing Site
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Amsterdam Noord

Satellite map
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zone 1

zone 2
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zone 4

zone 3
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zone 6

zone 5
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The Benefits of Waterfront
Brownfilelds Revitalization: Economic, Social and Enviroment

US cities: 4.5 acres of greenfield land required to accommodate the same development as 1 acre of brownfield (Deason et al. 2001).

- Raises the value of surrounding
commercial property by 10% and
residential by 30%.
- Waterfront projects are prime
catalysts for redevelopment and
renewal.
- view on the waterfront makes
the property highly attractive to
developers and prospective
buyers.

- Site assessment and cleanup costs
reflect an investment in minimizing a
property’s risk to human health and
the natural environment.
- Reduction in residential energy
consumption, especially for multi-unit
dwellings.

- While most visitors traveled a
short distance, waterfront projects
attracted visitors from a wide variety.
- Encouraging recreation and
connectivity.

- Habitat protection & restoration
– Land conservation
– Flora & fauna diversity
– Water quality
– Human/Environment connections
Amsterdam Noord - Waterfront development
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Design Strategy
“Planning based on class criteria results in segregation
even though the intention is to bring about integration
and interaction.” - H. Lefebvre
Based on our conclusions from the analysis that conflicts
between neoliberal and state welfare policies in
housing provision are manifesting themselves in a
socio-spacial segregation, we focused on planning.
Contemporary urban planning in the Netherlands has
two very accurate and known tools; mixing and density.
The idea is to make use of these tools, since they are
already established in the collective unconscious of the
Dutch. Because of this, the idea is to make appropriate
use of these tools and at the same time reformulating
them.
The mixing is not going to be plain, putting people of
different social and ethnic strata together, but providing
the proper program and typologies. And the density,
is going to be densification, trying to densify not only in
terms of demography, but also in program and activities.

Our strategy will be focused on countering, avoiding and
preventing social spacial segregation and its undesired
effects in three main objectives: counter segregation with
integration, counter gentrification with a self-sustained
community, and to counter the polycentric city with a selfsustained centre.
The strategy will be analyzed by a three staged approach,
going from the macro to the micro scale: metropolitan, urban
and neighborhood scale. The idea is not only to cover
every opening, but to enforce (or in some cases create)
relationships and links.

Strategy Statements
1. To Integrate different ethnicities by providing a considerable percentage of housing to the ethnic minorities and by
providing a specific typology according to their specific needs.
2. To integrate different social classes by designing spaces according to their respective needs.
3. To provide space for small private businesses in order to supply the local population with workspaces along with all
necessary services
4. To add new social groups - students- naturally flexible inhabitants that can bring life and merge with other social groups
5. To combine commerce and housing considering the proper percentages of owner occupied needs.
6. To sustain current inhabitants by not touching the existing housing of a decent quality and improve the surroundings and
by providing working opportunities to the inhabitants.
7. To distribute businesses throughout the area, preventing emergence of mono-functional zones. To include business in
residential premises.
8. To insure permeability and logical connections of a newly created urban areas to surroundings and Amsterdam city
9. To increase population density but not significantly.

to counter segregation with integration
The scheme of the contemporary urban planning, looking towards
interaction by mixing ethnicity and social strata, is one of the causes of
this manifested social segregation. To counter this, we are proposing not
only a mixing in terms of space, but enduring integration. Use the program,
typology and student population as a tool for interaction. Make students, a
flexible and dynamic group, be the inflection point of society.
to counter gentrification with a self-sustained community
Create a sustainable community in which living, working and leisure can
be balanced. The working and living in a same place, plus the fact that
the stakeholder´s role is played by the same landlords and locals, leads
to prevent and seal this self-sustained community from the forces of
gentrification and speculation in the short term, leaving an open end to play
with the rise of the land value in the long term.

Strategy statements visualization in 3 scales

to counter policentric city of Amsterdam with self-sustained centre.
The decentralized city creates poles and centers spread all around
the metropolitan area. The city is transformed into an enormous web of
information with its dependent centers. The creation of a self-sustainable
community will allow a self-sustainable centre, where the forces and push
and pull of the city are not getting a foothold and at the same time, form a
counter strategy, proposing a new way of life, where working, living and
leisure are shared and part of the same circle.
Strategy visualization

Conclusion
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Strategy tool: mixing
“Amsterdam pays a lot attention to
mixing and heterogeneity, mixing
types of houses, mixing rent versus
owner occupied houses and
mixing socio-economic groups
of inhabitants. The agreement
between the Amsterdam
authorities, city district authorities,
housing corporations and project
developers target at an ”undivided
city”, without concentrations of
lower class, social housing, or ethnic
groups. Diversity will be a manner
to stop segregation and will add
to a better quality of live in the
neighborhoods. Though the word
‘segregation’ is often used in the
documents and the percentage of
ethnic groups is one of the criteria
of the Big City Policies. There is no
direct measure to prevent ethnic
segregation. Income desegregation
is the main starting point, and that will
also lead to ethnic segregation”.
Dr. Anja van Heelsum (Case Study
on Housing - Amsterdam, the
Netherlands p. 30)

Ethnic Percentages - Amsterdam city

In Amsterdam, there is a large amount
of different ethnic groups and the
current policy is exacerbating the
polarization of the society. In the
case of Amsterdam North, only 56%
of the population in Amsterdam
North is Dutch.
Another aspect that we found in our
site is the mono-functionality that we
believe also reinforces social-spatial
segregation. Integration is our key
word. We propose to integrate
different ethnical groups and the
different income groups in our site
development.

Ethnic Percentages - Amsterdam noord
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Exsiting program: monofunctionality

Proposed ethnic grups integration visualization
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Mixing strategy

Proposing activity programs that let the inhabitants
interact with each other.
These programs are just example that in application
might be organized based on inhabitant participation.

1. By providing different typological units according
to the different social classes
The idea is to combine all of these different kinds of
units, like for example smaller and bigger ones all
together in one block where the difference between
them cannot be distinguished from outside.
2. By adding program (from mono-functionality to
multi-functionality)
In order to achieve our integration we are going
to provide shared spaces, from micro scale shared
spaces to block shared spaces to public open spaces
and the last ones are connected by a program of
commercial spaces. The micro spaces would be
inside the buildings like foyers, corridors, common
places inside the buildings, the block spaces would
be inner courtyards where people can meet, organize
barbecues, and where parents would feel safe to leave
their kids playing, finally the public open spaces is our
public waterfront.

Mixing strategy
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Strategy Tool: Densification

Amsterdam Noord (urban scale) - Land area 17km2/87.000 inhabitant

Current density - Amsterdam city (metropolitan scale)
land area: 166 km2/762,057 inhabitant

Exisring density - Site (neighbourhood scale) - land area 0.82km2
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Densification Strategy

1. Incresing the NUMBER OF HOUSING/Ha
Due to less density and mono-functionality, the site
needs to be densified in 2 ways, by adding housing
units and diversify the neighborhood by proposing
mixed-use blocks.

2. Complex density to make a vibrant community
Using the reference of Masdar City-the current most
sustainable low-rise high density city designed by
Sir Norman Foster, the density is 135 dwellings/ha. Our
proposed design is to increase density but not significantly
by densifying the site to be in the average of 135 dwellings/ha.

Proposed dwelling type for densification

These dwelling types are used as a basic module for
calculating the proposed densification in the site in
terms of dwelling units/ha and building heights.
Commercial spaces and public spaces at ground floor
level that are accessible and well connected will create
concentrations of people at street level that might bring
life to the district.
....To generate exuberant diversity in the city’s streets
and districts four conditions are indispensable:

This mingling must be fairly close-grained.
4. There must be a sufficiently dense concentration of
people, for whatever purposes they may be there...”
Jane Jacobs (The Death and Life of Great American Cities)

1. The district, and indeed as many of its internal parts as
possible, must serve more than one primary function;
preferably more than two...
2. Most blocks must be short; that is, streets and
opportunities to turn corners must be frequent.

Proposed densification

3. The district must mingle buildings that vary in age and
condition, including a good proportion of old ones so
that they vary in the economic yield they must produce.
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Basic Strategy in Time
Proclaim New Statement

Project phasing - interventions

Project phasing

Project phasing - timeline
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Area 1: IJ Plein - “Infil”
Intervention

Area: 160,000m2 former shipyard north of IJ-river, facing
Amsterdam’s historic centre
Density: 86 dwellings/ha, 1375 residential units
Current situation: The IJ Plein housing development
has recently lost some of its public housing due to the
privatization process. The area, while well connected
to the city centre lacks any kinds of infrastructure, which
can be found in the centre. Residential is the only
function in the area.

Main Aims: to counter mono-functionality and connect IJ
Plein with the main areas of development.
New Urbanity: Public facilities along the waterfront
(restaurants, cafes, sports), retail, various private businesses
on an unused plot in the middle, and a market square in the
centre of housing.

Exsisting connection

Open spaces, unused land

Current situation

Pedestian connection

Proposed intervention

Proposed interventions
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In the end of 1980s a right for a house was still among
the very basic rights of citizens of the Netherlands.
The concepts of a just city and equality were strong.
The “welfare state” was still powerful enough, so that
Amsterdam city could still afford huge, fully subsidized,
public housing developments. There was no need
for housing associations, neither for the city council,
to bargain with private investors and developers. The
problem of society was not as sharp as it is nowadays.
In that politico-economical landscape, such a large
mono-functionally residential project as IJ Plein, was
timely. IJ Plein was providing a friendly, human scale
and environment, with densities as low as 86 dwellings
per hectare, (1375 units in total, distributed through
16 hectares), accompanied with only the very basic
facilities, such as a kindergarten, primary school and a
supermarket, with generally the equal distribution of
residents throughout the area. Built on the waterfront,
the project was not giving its view away to a few, since
that would not be in line with a concept of equality.
Today the IJ Plein seems to be obsolete in a number
of aspects. Since the prevailing program is residential
housing, the environment, though remaining friendly
and human-scale, might be described as “dead” and
passive, with the only exception of the Wilhelmina Dok
restaurant. Vast open public spaces, meant to be used
by residents are empty, no signs of a day to day activity
are visible. The lack of that kind of infrastructure, which
can be found just across the river IJ is obvious. Although
there are a few communities for housing maintenance,
the interaction of inhabitants is not present.

Exsisting program

To change the situation, bringing life and communication
into the area, we propose an infill to the IJ Plein with
a number of programs, which are lacking today. We
analyzed the site and found quite a few locations
available for interventions. Those interventions
are entertainment facilities, multiplied along the
embankment, converting the concept of it from the
“waterfront for nobody” to that for everyone; a new
transportation center on the place of the existing ferry
terminal, offices and commercial premises on the place
of the barely functioning club at the periphery; a cluster
of premises for retail stores and small private businesses
on the open spaces, which are now dividing the IJ Plein
into two parts; and a renovation of the square at the
center of the project, which will provide opportunities
for holding different activities, for residents and visitors
alike.

Proposed intervention
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Area 2: Waterfront in Transition Area

Area 2 is a transition area between the IJ Plein and the
brown fields area. Our aim for this area is to create a
self-sustained and multifunctional neighborhood. By
analyzing the existing situation we found that this area
is merely mono functional and segregated from the
surrounding housing areas. There are still light industries
and old warehouses, some of them renovated for
offices. Along the main streets are car showrooms and
some other facilities. There is lack of connectivity- no
bus routes, pedestrian and bicycle roads. The footprint
is dense and un-organized. The waterfront is used for
warehouses and there is no access for the population
to it. As Jane Jacobs would say: “Massive single uses
in cities have a quality in common with each other.
They form borders, and borders in cities usually make
destructive neighborhoods.”
For our proposed intervention we are looking back
to the OMA statement and how it was implemented in
the spatial conditions in the IJ Plein project. Considering
IJ Plein’s losses and benefits, we are coming up with
a new statement to provide everyone with a new
waterfront and use this for interaction and public
activities. Arrangements of the premises are the same
as on IJ Plein, because we cannot provide every
apartment with the view on the waterfront. We are
keeping the existing quite robust structure of urban
fabric, and are adding new connectivity to create
better conditions for the needs of local inhabitants
and businesses in the area. Pedestrian roads from
each housing block will provide permeability to the
waterfront. With the proposed new ferry station,
connection and accessibility will be improved
between the waterfront and the city core.

Current situation

In our proposal we are trying to achieve a mixed-use
neighborhood in terms of combining living, working,
leisure and education, plus integration of different
ethnical groups while providing a wide selection of
typologies. Starting from the student’s apartments,
and ending with large families with 4-6 children (in
this case we are targeting Moroccans and Turks). We
are using micro and macro public spaces as a tool for
interaction and integration. Connections between
these spaces are used for the local commerce ran by
ethnic minorities.

Proposed intervention
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Block 1
Proposed intervention

Exsisting connection

Block plan

Section
Exsisting function

Isometry

Block 2
Proposed intervention

Emerging connectivity
Section

Proposed mixing interventions

Block plan
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Isometry
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“In the ideal of city life freedom leads to group
differentiation, to the formation of affinity groups, but
this social and spatial differentiation of groups is without
exclusion. The interfusion of groups in the city occurs
partly because of the multiuse differentiation of social
space. What makes urban spaces interesting, draws
people out in public to them, gives people pleasure
and excitement, is the diversity of activities they
support.”
Jane Jacobs contends that diversity not only makes
cities more appealing but is the source of economic
productivity.
Furthermore, the proposed design is intending to
provide social programs for inhabitants, in different time
periods on the waterfront and along the whole area;
using the existing ‘creative class’ (Richard Florida) which
is now concentrated in one specific part of the area,
mainly in the former warehouses; giving them more
freedom and space, trying to merge them with the
neighborhood.
Densification

Proposed Densification

shared space concept application in between blocks
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Area 3: Waterfront in Brownfield Area

Phasing

Intervention

2010

2012

Current situation

2015

2020

Proposed intervention
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Block Type Arrangement: 3 large blocks with one
node in the middle -varied heights - 9th-12th storey
Main street to be concentrated for office and
commerce
Waterfront site to be proposed for residential blocks
connected with secondary roads

Area: 22.4 ha (5.4 ha green area + 17ha inhabitant area)
Densification target: 200 dwellings/ha
Total proposed dwellings: 3400
Total proposed inhabitant: 12546

2025

Views of the aera
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Development Plan

As Neil Smith stated,
“Deindustrialization prepares
the ground for a restructuring of
geography and the production
of new sets of spatial relations
more or less commensurate with
the new economic relations”
(Deindustrialization & Regionalization:
Class alliance of Class struggle).
“The main task of intellectual critique
then, is to strengthen agency within
theories of the urban by showing that
even cities dominated by a neo-

liberal ideology are not ‘Neo-liberal
Cities’ but rather highly contested
terrains full of everyday struggles as
well as explicitly political struggles.
And that these ongoing struggles
actually shape and transform the city
itself, showing the way to effectively
challenge neo-liberal dominance.
Intellectual critique should therefore
continue to initiate and support
societal change in the interest of
the many. Our argument may be
summarized in the words: another
city is possible!” (Albert Scharenberg
106

and Ingo Bader)

Masterplan - existing

We believe that there is a lot
possible in Amsterdam, and if there
is any place where this neo-liberal
trend can be stopped, is in our site
in Amsterdam Noord. Our site sits in
a very strategic position, being the
meeting point also for the E-W axis of
deindustrialization.
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Masterplan - phase 1

Masterplan - phase 2
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To encounter social spatial segregation in Amsterdam,
we are using the same strategic tools that the State uses
in its urban planning. This means that our critique is not
directed towards urban plannification (as there is no
urban plan that produces social special segregation
in Amsterdam), but it is a critique on neo-liberalism.
Peter Marcuse once said: “Most problems have a
spatial aspect, but their origins lie in economic, social,
political arenas, the spatial being a partial cause and an
aggravation, but only partial”. (From Critical urban theory
to the Right to the city).
“One of the returning ideas regarding segregation
and housing is that the characteristics of the housing
stock and the functioning of the housing market ‘cause’
segregation” (Prof. Dr. Sako Musterd).
We are therefore, tackling the root of the problem. Our
aim is to anticipate the effect of the market, especially
in the housing market, and the methodology to do so is
the analysis and use of the two strategic tools of mixing
and density.
The other main tool that keeps this Master Plan realistic
(however the utopian concept that lies behind it), is
the phasing in time. Taking David Harvey’s Spaces of
Hope as a theoretical basis, we came up with a Master
Plan that looks to the past, confronts the problems of
the present in a critical way, and wishes to influence
the future development of the area, but leaves it open
at the same time to what is to come. By this means,
we avoid utopias of spatial form were temporality
of social process and dialectics of social change are
excluded, but we also stand apart from the utopianism
of social process which gets perverted from its noble
objectives when it gets realized.
Masterplan - phase 3
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Conclusions
Our Master Plan is the result of critical urban theory,
taking into consideration historical trends, and deals
with the current politico-economical contexts and
socio-cultural conditions of Amsterdam. It encounters
social spatial segregation as the most serious and
somehow neglected problem of the city, with an
utopian idea of a sustainable community. It promotes
a space were different ethnicities live together and
everybody is treated equally, trying to escape from the
trends of neo-liberal polarization. The statement here
is strong and non-negotiable, although also an area for
possible compromise is left for the future to decide,
making our Master Plan still attractive for developers, but
more importantly, flexible and open to social process.

Masterplan - bird eye view

1. The Hub
2. Biking Path that connect IJ Plein
& the trainsition area (area 2)
3. “Waterfront for everybody”
4. Waterfront -Bird Eye View
5. Waterfront elevation
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as most other cultural products, has been forced to turn to
the devices of spectacle and event [Graafland, 2001:20].
The implications of the search for economic and other
forms of innovation are many and significant today. The
present economic and financial crisis that has struck the
globe since 2008 is an emblematic example of this. But
beyond the economic and financial realms of these recent
changes in the capitalist system -changes that have to be
comprehended or at least acknowledged today-, the
contemporary questions for architecture, urbanism and
the spatial disciplines in general lead to more tangible,
material challenges. History has taught us that architecture,
especially architectural form, cannot change society,
nor does it have a real or significant impact on global
market trends. It is relatively powerless, and its influence
extremely limited in the face of abstract forces that go well
beyond the built environment. It has also been argued that
there is no such thing as a ‘critical architecture’ [Graafland,
2001] and that as architects and urban designers, the most
we can do in this regard is to develop a critical position in
relation to the demands posed on our disciplines from the
outside; to rethink our roles not as specific intellectuals, but
as public intellectuals.
Questions of ‘innovation’ and ‘newness’ have become
central. Is it our concern, as architects or urban designers,
to gear our efforts towards pure formal innovation without
paying attention to what has happened over the last
few years? Or is it possible to engage architecture in
alternative ways, namely via architectonic parameters (in
the sense of organizational, strategic and programmatic
issues) in order to creatively rethink previous
organizational schemes, devise financial and economic
models that take alternative social and political formations
as their point of departure, or develop a strategic thought
that may lead to better or more appropriate ways of
dealing with the intersection of our disciplines with other
realms such as the social, the political, the urban?
Following on this line, in our studio we will explore the
possibilities of understanding former industrial sites on
waterfronts as the locus of fundamental urban change
and radical social transformation. We will investigate
the relationships between strategies and urban plans,
between program and zoning, between the different
spatial elements conforming waterfront areas in the
morphology of the city. We will deal with the social and
cultural items of Amsterdam, inquiring the ties to other
issues and developments such as historical and contextual
imperatives and political economy, in order to understand
the distinct power-relations operating within and defining
our study area of the Houthavens.

In this studio on the Amsterdam Houthavens, we will not
only focus on urban analysis and architectural design
proper, but we will also carry out an in-depth, theoretical
research on urban mapping techniques. A syllabus will
be made available for participating students. We will
situate these ‘techniques’ not as formal ‘techniques’ of
design, but as related to wider questions concerning
our contemporary society, contemporary economic
developments and the conditions of the current real
estate market, mortgage conditions from the banks, and
the more recent limitations of municipal investments, and
local government.
With the arrival of the latest stage of capitalism and the
shift into flexible accumulation from decennia ago, older
forms and means of production became unsustainable.
In particular the employment sector shifted rapidly, as a
very significant amount of industrial and manufacturing
jobs were suddenly not necessary any longer. This meant
large-scale lay-offs. In the USA for instance, the number of
lay-offs rose to unprecedented levels. Since 1979, more
than 43 million jobs, one third of all jobs in the United States,
have been extinguished. During the same period the
manufacturing employment in the European Union was
also reduced by almost a third; in the UK the fall was almost
half. This, obviously, translates into dire consequences
in the job and employment sector, as many workers are
suddenly and simultaneously forced into finding new jobs.
Most of them, almost 65%, are forced into lower wages,
part time employments, or self-employment, while around
24% remains underemployed or unemployed altogether.
[Miyoshi, 1998:255, in Graafland 2001]
But differently than what we might think at first sight, the
wave of lay-offs that struck the developed world during
the 1980s was not the direct result of a slowing economy.
Quite on the contrary, it was the consequence of a rather
sophisticated economic strategy in which downsizing,
the increase of dividends and rising executive pays were
favoured. Every time a company announced huge lay-offs,
its stocks would rise, signalling the approval of Wall Street.
The ‘approval’ was a sign and a symptom of a trend that
was developing on a parallel line, namely the interest in
new forms of accumulation based on services rather than
on manufacturing. Since then, many new forms of industry
have emerged; new financial models and methods; new
markets, and most importantly, a rigorous commercial,
technological, and organizational dynamic geared
-literally at all costs- towards ‘innovation’. This hunt for
financial and economic innovation necessarily went hand
in hand with a parallel search for cultural and architectural
innovation. In order to survive this maelstrom, architecture,
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Taking the recently developed waterfront areas in
Amsterdam; KNSM island, Java island; Borneo and
Sporenburg, and Westerdok as our main analysis, we will
formulate the possibilities for the future development
and revitalization of our site as an extension to the already
existent residential area of the Spaarndammerbuurt
(formerly working class housing) bordering the
Houthavens. Our goal will be to envision our site as an
addition to the inhabited urban tissue of Amsterdam.
We will propose a strategic alternative project to the
Houthavens Plan 2006, drawn up by the municipality by
introducing a carefully devised urban design that fosters
and sustains a healthy everyday life for the inhabitants
directly relating to the Spaarndammerbuurt area. This urban
plan will serve as the guide to a set of urban-architectural
interventions on site like the housing on the different
piers, the office spaces, the hotel, the floating houses, or
the floating swimming pool. The purpose of this studio
is to understand the potentials of this specific waterfront
locality of determinate scale and the contextual issues
related to it. We will engage the challenge of thinking in
terms of complex programs and design studies that allow
us to formulate an urban plan in which architectural and
urban design come together.
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Waterdam
Alan Siu Lun Wu, Egor Goryachev

Birdeyview

Masterplan

The everyday is composed of a multiplicity of moments,
such as work, rest, knowledge, social life, leisure and
culture; since Amsterdam is a very diverse city, with
different social, cultural and economical backgrounds; we
want to provide a public realm in which this everyday life
can take place, and there must be space that is suitable not
only for city dwellers, but also for strangers, newcomers,
tourists and people from peripheral districts and villages
around. We want to create an urban plan that opens up to
the surrounding neighborhood, which allows enjoyment
and provide calm, security and comfort. We creat a grid
based on the view towards the water, the connection
of the existing site to the adjacent neighborhoods and
transition to the water as an end of the neighborhood, the
Spaarndammerbuurt.

An open mixed-use district for the community, which is developed base on the
qualities of
the site
(view,
connectivity
space).w
An open mixed-use
district
for the
community,
which isand
developed
base on the
qualities of the site (view, connectivity and space).
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Waterdam
Alan Siu Lun Wu & Egor Goryachev

Waterdam
Alan Siu Lun Wu & Egor Goryachev

Diagram principles masterplan

Views
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A Block in Houthavens
Alan Siu Lun Wu

with the range from 1 bed to 3 bed-rooms duplex.
Openings are randomly inserted throughout the building
in the corridors to provide view, light and air for these semi
public spaces; which are treated as front porches where
users can plant vegetation, sit and interact with neighbors.

The project is a 7 storey residential building on one of the
urban blocks in the Houthavens, Amsterdam. The objective
is to create an architecture within the community, based
on the context of the site and the neighborhood that
can reflect today’s Amsterdam. The building includes
commercial retail and offices, located at the ground level
and first level, for small to mid companies to start their
businesses in the community, and at the same time to start
up the new Houthavens. The building takes form in an
arrangement of sun, view and air; with a central courtyard
open to the sun, which allows users to move as freely as
possible and sun light to penetrate into the building. The
residential is compiled of different housing typologies,

Ground floor plan

Bird Eye View

Third floor plan
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Private Living and Public Activities
Egor Goryachev

appropriate apartment. The rooftop in turn could be
used as a shared green space for inhabitants in a summer
time. There are several public activities that I included
into the structure of the quarter. 3-storey library has all the
range of facilities from electronic catalogue system to
contemporarily equipped reading spaces. Each floor of
library has its own open terrace with cafe in summer
time. Kindergarten is situated very near to residential
blocks and has a plot on the roof. The capacity of
kindergarten is approximately 140 places so it can service
the district and adjacent neighbourhood together. Long
continues building of the community center is used
as a place for meetings and organisation of different
performances. It has a restaurant and fitness center on top.
Both of them could be accessible when the community
center is closed.

In my design proposal I organise the system of squares
that consequently form an architectural appearance of the
quarter. There are 3 plazas that I have indicated on the plan.
Each plaza presents a space designed as a contradiction
to a strict orthogonal street or canal facade.
Square becomes a kind of unexpected space that
one can easily reach from outside. All squares are
interconnected by walkways in between. I spread around
the site 4 residential blocks 6 levels each with a typical
floor plan and apartments in one level. These blocks look
as free standing “towers” that according to a masterplan
concept don’t have to override a view towards
the water from adjacent mid-rise neighbourhood. Living
rooms could be shifted to the outer space meanwhile
bedrooms are recessed in thus keeping privacy and
organising balconies where necessary. The other type
of residential building could certainly be considered as
unique because it has wide range of apartments in 2 levels
with and without an access to the rooftop.
All apartments are integrated into one compact
architectural unit with voids that bring natural light under
the structure to the ground. Each void has a staircase to

Ground floor plan

Section

View

Isometry
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Amsterdam Houthavens
Ksenia Petrova

creaon centers of aracon

integraon the site with the surrounding
area

intensiﬁcaon of the shore
line

creaon centers of aracon

integraon the site with the surrounding
intensiﬁcaon of the shore
area
line
In my project I designed an axis which is dominant in my
Components of urban environment:
area, as well as a key feature for bringing together new
Social, cultural, ecological and economic processes
district and the Spaarndammerbuurt. This is a main way for
are the driving forces for the creation of urban living
pedestrians to reach the shore line.
conditions. With the objective of creating a viable and
integrated planned area I consider these aspects as
Volumetric spatial solution.
fundamental factors, together with the above spatial and
The major axis consists of two volumes, which converge
programmatic aspects and include them in the specific
at a single vanishing point. This vanishing point is cut off by
process of planning and design. The relationship of the
the volume of residential buildings forming a huge arch.
function, size and location. Scale, location and function are
With this spatial solution I create a sense of tension for
interrelated. The scale of the building is determined by
pedestrians passing the arch, and after that continuing to
its function and location (size of land, environment).
the shore line.
Function determined by the location and size (demand in
the area, proximity to other objects).
Variety of typologies
Important :
- Privately owned floating houses (Super small scale 2
- integration of the site with the surrounding area
floors, 7 meters).
- creation centers of attraction
- Low-rise privately owned (small scale 3 floors, 10 meters)
- intensification of the shore line
- Free standing houses mid-rise ( medium scale, 6 floors, 20
meters)
Planning of the site.
- Mid-rise blocks, access to courtyards ( the variable
-Urban structure
height of the building)
I was trying to save the scale and urban structure of the
- High –rise residential building (iconic, XL scale )
site. The rectangular grid of roads keeps the same scale of
the surrounding area (Spaarndammerbuurt). But I changed
Intensification of the shore line
the angle of the grid, which allows to use land more
- connecting city and water
economically.
- creating a vibrant & divers park landscape for all
For pedestrians I created roads - arteries, they permeate
inhabitant of the new district
the entire area, cutting the rectangular network of roads.
For me it was important to saturate social life at
The principle of arteries - is the principle of the nearest
the waterfront area. Attract people to the water,
path.
make their stay pleasant and comfortable.
- The axis of social life
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Inside Outside
Ksenia Petrova

the canal houses in Amsterdam. Each of the apartments
has it`s own garden and canopy. The second volume is
a five floor building . The first two floors are affordable
housing, the rest has a splendid view on the bay and is
privately owned . In this block there are five different
apartment typologies, from super small for one person
58sq.meters, to a bigger one of 174 sq.m. The building
shape is simple and pragmatic. Facades of both buildings
are saturated with large scale windows. Facade of the
second building includes shutters , which serve as curtains
and attach the plastic to facade. Materials of both blocks
are concrete, window frames are in wood. By using only
three construction materials – wood, glass, concrete, the
architecture of the entire complex achieves a harmony.
The role of color accents to the architectural appearance
of the residential complex representing different kinds
of herbs and flowers. (Hydrangea, Bergeniae Rhizomata,
Gypsophila , Vinca Minor, Hosta, Hemerocallis etc.).
The interior space is directly linked to the outside,
window openings are so large that the dividing line is
not tangible. Large windows reveal the Dutch tradition of
openness of private domestic space.

The combination of two books : “ The Dutch urban block
and the public realm” and “Embarrassment of Riches :
an interpretation of Dutch culture in the Golden Age”
influenced me.
They gave me the understanding and the feeling of
national traditions, habits and tastes of the Dutch. I can say
with confidence that this project reflects the statement
– LESS IS MORE of great architect Mies van der Rohe . I
have been designing a residential complex in Amsterdam
(Houthavens). I did not consider my main task to create an
amazing shape of the buildings. Important for me was the
creation of a comfortable atmosphere for each tenant,
based on national traditions. The residential complex
consists of two volumes that are combined by one
stylobate. Due to the proximity of the water to the building
site, I decided to bury the parking level only half in the
ground, another half of it forms the stylobate part with
rooftop. Because of the different heights, the courtyards
become more private, and the border is blurred
between public and private spaces. The first volume
consists of terraced houses. The architecture has a link to

site + gro
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Linear City
Güley Alagöz, Polina Plotkina

Bird Eye View

is multifunctional and composed of commerce, housing,
offices, parks, promenades and canals. The continuation
of Spaarndammerstraat in this sense works as a blender, a
tunnel of urbanity.
The second direction is perpendicular to the IJ,
opening the settlement both to the water and the
Spaarndammerbuurt. The site is zoned by 18 meters belts
that end on the coast and Spaarndammerbuurt, as well
as pointing to the mixed strip. Linear blocks are placed
accordingly, composed of continious strips of public
space.

The site is defined by the Spaarndammerbuurt on the
south, the water on the north and the silo pier on the east.
The site is basically surrounded by water and a busy road
between Spaarndammerbuurt and the Houthaven. In the
north of the planerea the industrial site will be removed.
Because of the heavy traffic, there is a problem of relating
site and waterfront to the existing urban fabric. The initial
concern of the masterplan is to connect the site to the
existing structure, and encourage people to go to the
waterfront. The site in that sense has two directions.
The first one is the extension of the Spaarndammerstraat
into the projected site to continiue urban life. However this
projected extension must be able to attract and convince
people both spatially and functionally. Therefore, we
have enriched the street with public spaces as well as
functions that are: working, shopping and recreation. The
idea of emphasizing connectivity resulted in a belt that

Masterplan
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Spaarndammerbuurt

Hollowed Block
Güley Alagöz

segments that are taken out are attached to the building
as a continuation of social space which is elevated as a
housing function. The hollowed out surfaces of the box
are used as meeting points. They are surrounded by
different functions, and work as social connectors in the
building. In those connectors, which in fact are voids,
my intention is to create a social space with a certain
tension without complete definition of public, private and
ownership.

The quadrant of the masterplan is located on a strip
that forms an extension of the Spaarndammerstraat.
The surroundings of the building is cleared from roads
in order to have social interaction not disturbed by
traffic. The field between the building and existing
fabric is left open to generate a program with functions
that can bring inhabitants together. The bands of the
barcode are defined as continuation of the streets of the
Spaarndammerbuurt.
A 6x6 metres grid is superimposed on top of the 18
metres barcode of the masterplan. Commercial space,
office space and residential functions are placed on top
of each other within the population of the 6x6 segments.
The monolithic box is hollowed out in certain parts in
order to maintain public spaces and pedestrian flow. The
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Linear Field
Polina Plotkina

the green roof space. The housing estate is elevated
above the public area. The residential volume is divided
into living units, and includes various types of apartments
(from studios to four-room apartments).
The structural system of the complex is post-and-girder
with a column grid of 9 meters. Due to the vertical
connections, passing through the whole complex to the
housing level is possible from the first floor, and also from
the public areas of the slopes.

Following the idea of the master plan, the complex is
divided into two buildings. The buildings are symmetrical,
with a 30-meter offset by the main axis of the master plan.
The program of this area includes 10,000 square meters of
living space and 9,000 square meters of offices and public
premises. The total mass of the complex consists of four
volumes (two volumes, residential and office - commercial,
for each building). The first floor of the complex, as well as
the second, is given to offices, commerce and restaurants.
The roof of the second floor is also the continuation of
public green space. The second floor is connected with

View

Bird Eye View
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Vibrant Living
Larisa Tsvetkova, Piangpim Thongsawang, Zuhair Alam Baluch

Masterplan

View

part of the area. This partly spontaneous development
should transform Houthavens into a new mixed area with
its own unique identity.

Vibrant Living is a strategy for creating a dense urban area
where design is not a product of simple delivery, but
a process in time. Dynamic, mixed, flexible and lively these are the main qualities of the new Houthavens. This
partly abandoned former harbor site should be slowly
developed into a new modern area with mixed use. First
of all temporal pioneer activities are added to existing
functions in order to stimulate a new development.
Attractive low budget projects invite users and visitors
and bring new life to the Houthavens in a short amount
of time with little investments. As the area is being
transformed through time, more permanent functions,
including housing, are integrated and developed.
Master plan regulations provide a framework for many
different people to be involved in the development. Both
land and water of the area are organized by a circulation
structure and divided into modular plots for sale or rent.
Planning regulations ensure that new Houthavens is built up
by many different people and rather small projects so that
there is a mixture of diverse functions and ideas in each

Development through time, %
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Flexibility in Architecture
Piangpim Thongsawang

is based on an adaptable master plan that will fit into the
urban context of the Houthavens. Designing is clearly
defined by the support of a basic load bearing structure
and infill system (SAR). The support is a permanent building
structure, a shared part of the building provides serviced
spaces including public passways, shared space and
infrastructure. Comprehensive infill systems provide
the partitions, mechanical installations and equipment,
finishing, furniture and other elements needed to make a
completely habitable space within a completed building.
My design solution is made as generic as possible : its
long-term value is increased by providing capacity for
responding to the desires for difference, including an
eventual tenant turnover and future sale of the apartment.

My investigation topic is researching and designing the
flexibility in architecture which can be developed over
time.
In Amsterdam, it is an extremely long process from
planning to a completed project. Another issue is the
shortage of housing; the demand for a home is high;
therefore, there is a long waiting list for citizens to buy or
even rent a house. Because many factors are changed
over time, a flexible architecture would increase
efficiency and allow a capacity for change to improve
the usefulness of a building. These reasons are exactly
why flexibility is important in designing architecture.
Flexibility gives more opportunity to improve housing
developments in Amsterdam.
Applying the principle of flexibility to the housing project
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Shared Living
Larisa Tsvetkova

Sharing makes it possible to live in a city and be a part of a
local community, with a garden and a roof terrace, library,
guest apartment and playroom. These common areas
become a new type of space: in between private and
public.
Shared living is about networking with people, saving
resources and optimizing everyday duties. This can
become a new way of life: social, sustainable and dense.

Affordable, sustainable and dense housing is something
people are looking for in Amsterdam, as well as in other
big cities. Rapidly changing life is calling for new solutions.
Ecological and economical problems, alienation and loss
of relation with the society in the modern globalized
and digitalized world brings new challenges to solve
for architects and planners. Many people are searching
for different ways of living, and the amount of various
communities all around the world is growing.

Diagram principles building
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TOTAL AREA:

1610 m²

USEFUL AREA + balconies & garden:

1470 m²

USEFUL AREA:

1270 m²
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545 m²
PRIVATE
920 m²
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View
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A Self Organized Urban Plan
Zuhair Alam Baluch

gathering of youngsters, BarBQ by students and pet
owners with their pets. Keeping all functions alive and
bring up new functions to this area will definitely increase
the popularity of the project and it
will come up with new ideas generally, and developing
the zone from temporal functions to fixed or flexible
functions. In that way we are also considering the
economical value, recessions and other forces, so
keeping the idea that this site will be used and function
properly.
The final design for public space is a pattern that sits on a
surface sloping
to the water giving access to the water and is rising from
the other side. We believe that these patterns can be
used for many purposes as public space.
Commercial building are part of public space and
connected from roof to
bottom with public activities so that there is always a
possibility to approach the roofs. The idea is that houses
are designed in a flexible way so that they can be
adjusted and re-orientated.

The System of a self organizing Urban Plan. With a focus on
flexibility, mixed, dynamic and vibrant living in the context
ofAmsterdam. Our group did a research on the city plan of
Amsterdamthrough the development of time. We looked
at the city of Amsterdam throughout its history, from early
12th century till the most recent developments.
We also researched Amsterdam waterfronts such as
IJBURG, IJPLEIN, JAVA & KNSM etc.most of the them were
recently developed and being popularly known as
the new Dutch Architecture. Based on these areas we
examined conclusions such as Amsterdam is a mixed
living city as more than 40 % of inhabitants of the city are
foreigners. Based on statics we have produced a urban
plan which is dealt with people first in constructing and
designing the idea of citizen participation. The selected
area in the urban plan is to explain the flexibility of the
urban fabric in functions such as public buildings related
to commercial buildings and to private housing. The
selected site is also considered in a way that it will be the
first development of the area where initial and temporal
functions will be taken place. The location is currently
in use by very informal activities such as a beach bar,

Façade view

Commrercial building - Ground floor

Commrercial building - Firsth floor
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Concept
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Simplex - Section

Simplex - Floor plan

Public space plan

Façade

Public space concept
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Radial Masterplan
Aliya Muslimova

Masterplan
Bird Eye View

photographers and others. The idea to create this kind
of space justified with already existing Media Center in
Amsterdam Noord, right on the other side of the river IJ.

The idea to design on this district absolutely different
types of dwellings based on the fact that Houthavens
consists of two parts: on the water and on the ground.
I wanted to test how they can relate to each other, free
of any visible connections in the form of canals and
embankments. The first one is a green area of dwellings
blocks with more public functions and the second is a
“creative community”, the water part with possibility of
more private spaces. As in 2010, the City of Amsterdam
has introduced a subsidy program to encourage
residents of the city to create green roofs and walls on
their properties, I decided to use it as much as possible.
Green roofs are transformed into a public place with
community gardens, jogging paths, places for leisure and
communicate. On the water I purposed mix of dwellings
and work spaces mostly for “creative class”: artists,
designers, film-makers, architects, dancers, theater staff,

Program
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Diagram

Masterplan view

Views
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Artist-in-Residence
Aliya Muslimova

studios, research library, media arena, exhibition spaces,
computer labs. The studios and living spaces are
connected by halls with staircases and elevators, and
semi-private spaces. The design of the building is narrow
to take full advantage of air circulation and daylight and
to protect the inner space from the wind. Skylights on the
roofs and openings on the ground floor are introduced in
the design to gain more natural lighting into each space,
creating a comfortable ambience within the residence.

Different typologies of living and working spaces in 18
blocks provide cohesion and unity to creative community.
The artist-in-residence is dedicated to the promotion and
encouragement of arts in Amsterdam. It’s an open space
for artists to mature at their own pace, and to provide
an environment conducive for artists to experiment,
experience and exchange idea. The community is split in 6
clusters in which residents can work together. Each cluster
occupies a part of the building and can share workshops,

View

Diagrams
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Ground floor

Third floor

Section

Views
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Houthavens Grid
Mostafa Mahdy, Zohal Bashariar

Masterplan

View

- Large block structure
- Small block structure
- Private gardens structure
- public space structure
In the middle oft he Houthavens Grid I created a
passage which connects the shopping street in
Spaarndammerbuurt to the Houthavens site with some
small retail on the both sides.
In the end of the passage I created a public open
space in front of the water to give the people in
Spaarndammerbuurt and in the Houthavens a direct
relation with the water.

Depending on the future demand and the growth of the
population in Amsterdam in next 50 years, we decided to
design a high density district
To reach this high density and after studying the fabric of
different high density cities, we created a Grid System for
the Houthavens site in order to get maximum use of the
built area.
This Grid consists of 2 different Grid sizes:
- Water Front grid 100 by100 m2.
- City grid 25 by 25 m2
This Grid system creates different structures for the
Houthavens site :
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Bird Eye View
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Water

Spaarndammerbuurt

Living

Spaarndammerbuurt

Diagram principles masterplan

Overview Masterplan

Plan of masterplan topview

1
A-0

Building in the masterplan

Model
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Eco Block
Mostafa Mahdy

m2 to give people different possibilities to choose from .
The main design principles for the block are based on :
1. Maximizing the use of sun light
2. Maximizing the use of day light and ventilation
3. Use of alternative energy sources, as well as minimization
of consumption of energy sources
4. The block has recycling technologies for rainwater and
garbage
5. It has alternative food sources (home vegetable
gardens)
6. It is made partially or completely of recycled and
recyclable materials

I developed an urban block which is called Houthavens
Eco block in an architectural scale based on the master
plan. Considering the environmental design aspects
which I will show later in details . In the Houthavens Studio
we have been asked to choose this block as a quadrant
of approximately 100-250m in our master plan. The reason
that I choose this quadrant instead of a single building is
that in this way I will not only design an architectural object,
but also the public space around it, the connection to
house/office/ other programs towards the street.
This block consists of mainly: Housing , Commercial Spaces
(small retails) and Small offices . The block is about 70 by
70 m2 , 8 floors with commercial function at the ground
floor and small offices and housing units at the other floors.
There are different housing units in the block (45-65-90-120)

View

Typical Plan Of Building
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Block design

Section

Views
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Houthavens Block

+

Design Concept

Zohal Bashariar
Suburbs

individual living space .
My project is based on a modular building system, that
+
can shift its shape as the building’s needs change. I placed
retail at the bottom to have a direct connection to the
passerby and residential units at top.
Suburbs
High Density
Townhouses
The access to the residential units and the semi-public
and Privat Outdoor/
areas on the roofs are organized with stairs and elevators. Garden
Each unit is a compilation of maisonettes, townhouses and
apartments, they have their own terraces on the roof, on
the side of the dwelling or are designed as a loggia.
Each unit can be read in the facade , a kind of architectural
language as per separate unit.

In 20 years from now two third of the world population
will be living in cities. The same thing is going on in the
Netherlands. Besides that there’s more space needed
because there are more small households of one or two
persons and more space is used per person. At the same
time we should protect the landscape and nature.
My aim is to achieve as high a density as possible with
townhouse character dwelling and in the same time
achieve a complex urban structure, low-cost planning and
building with a modular system.
With the “stacked single-family homes/ apartments” I try to
combine the benefits of the city, the desire for green, and

Bird Eye View

Townhouses

High Density
and Privat Outdoor/
Garden

Stacking system

Diagram

Typical Plan Of Building
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Stacking system

_unite 1

_unite 1
_unite 1

Section
2_bedroom Apartment

Corner Typ 1
120 m2

3_bedroom Apartment

Section
115 m2

Basic Typ

Model

Corner Typ 1

Design Concept

Model

Corner typology flat (115 mq) - 1st level, 2nd level, 3rd level

View

+
Suburbs

Suburbs

Diagram
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Townhouses

+

High Density
Townhouses
and Privat Outdoor/
Garden

High Density
Stacking system
and Privat Outdoor/
Garden

Stacking system
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Design Concept

A Mixed Use Neighborhood
Abishek Shishir Sinha

Program
The project explores a mixed use development at the
border of the Houthavens master plan dealing with the
revitalization of the industrial wasteland to accommodate
the increasing population and high density of the city. The
project is structured at a neighborhood scale through a
mix of residential, retail and/or commercial buildings in
close proximity to one another. It comprises of Offices,
Cinema, Club, Shopping complex, Library, Cafes &
Restaurants, Social Housing, Recreational facilities like a
Gym, Health care center, sports facilities, Apartments &
town houses. The program accommodates for about 160
housing units and 2000 sq. m. of office space.

to high end housing, Parks & marinas, Offices, Commercial
activities & Hotel. The site offers views all around towards
the IJ & the City.
Concept
The optimum view and solar orientation forms the basis of
the project. The site is divided diagonally to increase the
street length & experience of connecting to the water
through the built form. It also helps creating high densities
with interconnections. The public space acts as the main
connecting string between different functions and acts
as a unifying element. The roof heights slope towards the
waterside, taking the south low sun into consideration
for day light. The roofs add another layer of open space
through the patios and green roofs. An attempt is made to
reinterpret the street character with shops at ground level
directed towards visual axis and the built form framing
the views. A water channel segregates the residential
zone from the commercial towards more quiet & private
spaces.

Site Selection
The trapezoidal site is located at the boundary of the
overall master plan and lies in close proximity to the water.
It is an important location for development in terms of
overall appearance and acceptance of the master plan. It
forms part of the long strip along the waterfront aligned

View

Buildings site

Library - Ground floorplan
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Library - First flloor plan

Section AA’
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Zooning division through diagonals

Visual axisi along pedestrian street defining
the building envelopes

Cutting the corners to converge the street
creating orthogonal blocks

Variation in height of blocks for unbstructed
views

Sloping roof to account for views & daylight
penetration

Roof gardens as additional layer, courts and
corners cut for free ground

Cinema - Second fllor plan

Cinema - Section

Duplex apartment (1202 ) - Fllor plans ,section AA’

Views
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Houthavens Loop
Alexandra Dominic

Bird Eye View

Masterplan

- Zone C : (housing typology: linear buildings) 2-3 storey
apartment buildings where the pedestrian routes are
intertwined with private areas.
- Zone D (housing typology: courtyard houses) area of
floating houses where privacy is essential.
Through the use of this layout I believe that we have
managed to create a loop system that allows easy access
to all areas and at the same time creates an encapsulated
space which maintains its identity while still being
integrated within the larger urban context.

The master plan is based on what we call the “Loop”
concept. This originated from the need to uncover the
identity of the newly created area. At the same time
it became obvious that is was essential to maintain a
connection with the existing urban context. We extended
the site to the East up to the MVRDV’s building and the
Silodam and proposed a new small marina, and pedestrian
connections that would go all around our area. The
concept was based on the functionality and the design
of the pedestrian routes, thus the building typologies
were not fully explored, giving the opportunity of future
changes and interventions.
The site was divided into four main areas which would
encompass the needed functions. These are as follows:
- Zone A : Urban (housing Typology: complex buildings)
public functions, pedestrian route occupies most of the
no built areas.
- Zone B : small industries and workshops

Fragment of
loop

Isometry
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HOUSING
110 units 2 storey
+private green spaces

SEMI-PRIVATE CIRCULATION

PUBLIC CIRCULATION
“loop” fragment

OVERALL SYSTEM

Diagram explaining pinciples

HOUSING
55 units 2 storey
215 units 3 storey
+public and private green spaces

PRIVATE/SEMI-PRIVATE CIRCULATION

PUBLIC CIRCULATION
“loop” fragment

OVERALL SYSTEM

Diagram explaining pinciples masterplan
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Adaptive Reuse of Spaces

shape

BUILDING A

Alexandra Dominic
shape

require minimum changes for future transformation, but also
to create forms that can be used, even from the beginning
for different functions.
Therefore my project is focused on 3 case studies:
The first one is formed as a sequence of consecutive
spaces(slightly different in shape and dimension), which
can change depending on the future choices and needs.
The distribution element of the hallway is denied on behalf
of the consequentiality of spaces.
The second study is based on a module (3x3), resulting
from a deliberate choice of structuring, that generates a
large variety in configurations of spaces.
The third one comes as the exact opposite of the first
providing open plan apartments.

This project is focused at a better understanding, through
architectural intervention, of the “correct form” which
meets current needs, typologically and morphologically,
and that has at the same time the potential of
transformability for future needs.
The task of a typological understanding within the scope
of designing residential buildings comes to the fore in this
project.
However, the object is to analyze the concept of
transformability understood not just as versatility of a
building from the technical and material point of view, but
mainly as typological articulation of form, which inserted
into an industrial economic process, is opened up to
multiple spatial configurations and combinations.
My intention for this project is to research which forms

Building A - Diagrams explaining main organizational principles of building
equal size rooms

second floor

ground floor

second floor

equal size rooms

BUILDING C
ground floor

Building A - Ground fllor

BUILDING A
first floor plan

shape
BUILDING C

shape

Building C - Diagrams explaining main organizational principles of building
free plan

free plan

Model

Building C - Ground fllor
BUILDING C
ground floor plan
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shape

BUILDING B

shape

Building B - Diagrams explaining main organizational principles of building

division walls

cube based structure

ground floor

division walls

cube based structure

ground floor

ground floor

BUILDING B
first floor plan
Building B - Ground
fllor
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Density Matrix
Roman Kochergin

Bird Eye View

Spaarndammerbuurt the density increases beyond a cityblock margin and creates a fluent mega-structure which is
almost solely defined by the requirements of natural light
and air. An iconic landmark at the very tip is a practical extra
further development cannot continue due to shadow.

The initial investigation of the terrain of the Houthavens
site was an intriguing feature not often available during
architectural design studio’s. The waterfront was important
during my study and I made a move to incorporate it into
the design of the masterplan which led to the idea of
looping the whole development through the Silodam.
Not only provides this a short connection between the
houses alongside pier and the city, but also stresses
the perimeter of the site as communication line. The
masterplan unfolds along this route presenting different
qualities depending on the location and vicinity, with a
low-density development in the bay and higher-densities
adjacent to the Spaarndammerbuurt, spiraling into the
highest density landmark.
The developments along the pier are quite free and
chaotic, but with an increasing density closer to the
shore. A rigid pattern emerges from the fact that closer
packed units start to interact with each other. Along

Masterplan
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Diagram explaining pinciples masterplan

Bird Eye Views
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Boolean City
Roman Kochergin

The autonomous visual concept like the “Boolean
City” is formative for the design. An intriguing variety
and individuality for each “building” is achieved by a
postmodern selection of different styles and materials,
while a strict 6-meter grid is hidden inside. Thus fusing
visual, technological and programmatic qualities in one
single design.

The most dense but generic part of the masterplan is
selected for a further design development. It consists
of a merged block with a continuous roofing which
is converted into a recreational zone. All services and
communications are bound to ground level, with public
spaces are above it and habitation units are close to the
top. A problem of natural light is the main factor to shape
the spaces and to distribute functions. A comprehensive
study of multiple possibilities for apartment units has led to
a design of 2-sides and 2-level apartments, which answer
this challenge the best.

View from above

Cross section 1

Second fllor
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Cross section 1

Roof

Fourth floor

Third floor

Second floor

Ground floor + firsth floor

Diagram explaining pinciples of the building

Views
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Teachers
His [South African] built work ranges between commercial
and residential project. Research interests remain urban
driven, with emphasis of how planning and human
strategies find embodiment within the spatial domain of
cities. He is co-edited of De_/Signing the Urban [010, 2007]
with Patrick Healy. He is also editor of the forthcoming
African Perspectives Publication within the DSD Series.

Arie Graafland
Arie Graafland is professor in Architecture Theory at the
Faculty of Architecture, TU Delft. After a three year technical
education in Rotterdam, he studied sociology (VU) and
philosophy (UvA) in Amsterdam. He worked for several
years in urban research for the city of Arnhem. In 1978 he
began his academic work in the department of Urbanism
at the TU and in 1986 he received a PhD in architectural
theory. In 1992 he became Associate Professor in the
department of Architecture Theory where he continued
to carry out research and education in both Architecture
and Urban Theory. He has lectured internationally and
published extensively in these areas. Dr. Graafland was
awarded the Antoni van Leeuwenhoek chair in 1999 and
founded the DSD in 2002. He is the editor of The Delft
School of Design Series on Architecture and Urbanism
with 010 Publishers. Together with Harry Kerssen he is
principal of Kerssen Graafland Architects in Amsterdam.
He resides in Amsterdam. Currently DAAD professor Anhalt
University, DIA.

Heidi Sohn
Heidi Sohn is Assistant Professor in Architecture Theory. In
2006 she completed her doctoral work ‘The Emergence
of Urban Monsters’ under supervision of Arie Graafland.
Dr Sohn received her MSc. in Architecture and Urbanism
from the Faculty of Architecture at the TU-Delft in 2001 [cum
laude], and her BSc. in Architecture and Urbanism from the
UIA, Mexico City [cum laude] in 1996.
Currently, she is research coordinator of the DSD Urban
Asymmetries special research project at advanced and
doctoral levels, and head coordinator and tutor of the
DSD Master Program Future Cities: Urban Asymmetries.
Since January 2008 she is also academic coordinator of the
Theory Section, where she continues to teach and lecture
regularly. She has lectured extensively on diverse topics
in Europe, Asia, North America, and Latin America. She has
published her work in several journals and books, and is
an editorial board member of the DSD academic journal
Footprint. Together with Arie Graafland, she is co-editor of
a section in the forthcoming Handbook for Architectural
Theory [Sage, 2009]. Prior to her academic involvement,
she practiced as an architect and consultant in Mexico and
the USA.

Gerhard Bruyns
Gerhard Bruyns is design instructor and the administrative
coordinator for the DSD Master’s Program. His Ph.D.
thesis [2011 - TU Delft] dealt with the question of how to
empirically ‘unpack’ spatial structures of the contemporary
city, through Foucault’s notion of the ‘dispositif’.
In 2002 he completed a MSc Degree in Architecture with
a specialization in Urbanism [cum laude - TU Delft]. ‘UbuntuPost Colonial Urban Tribe Space’ engaged with the spatial
mechanics in a Post-Apartheid South African City. Dr Bruyns
received his Bachelor in Architecture [cum laude] in 1998
from the University of Pretoria, South Africa. Prior to his work
in the DSD he worked in the SpaceLab research group
of the Urbanism department, TU Delft, and taught at the
University of Pretoria till 2000. He has lectured at a number
of Architecture Schools [Visiting Professor at DIA] and has
acted as a jury member at various universities in South
Africa, Chile and the United States. In 2007 he coordinated,
under chairmanship of Professors A.D. Graafland and
I.B. Low, the Urban Development Stall of the African
Perspectives Africain event held as part of the TU Delft’s
2007 Lustrum year [http://www.africanperspectives.nl/].

XML / Max Cohen de Lara & David Mulder
XML is a contemporary cultural practice specialized in
Architecture, Research and Urbanism. XML is interested in
developing architectures that both reflect and provoke
contemporary ways of life. By understanding program
organization as a key strategy within each project XML
aims for establishing new relations between buildings
and society, the projects of the office are fuelled by a
reflection on the contemporary city as source of cultural
production.
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Isabelle Doucet
Isabelle Doucet joined The University of Manchester
in 2009. She has completed a PhD with Professor Arie
Graafland at the Delft University of Technology (the
Netherlands), Architecture Theory Department, and
received her Masters in architecture in 2000.
In the past, she has been connected, as a lecturer,
researcher or design studio teacher, to the Institut
Supérieur d’Architecture de la Communauté Française La
Cambre (Brussels, 2009), the Cosmopolis Research Group
at the Free University Brussels, Geography Department
(2008), the TU Delft (2005-2010), Sint-Lucas School of
Architecture (Brussels, 2004-2008), and the Università degli
Studi di Sassari, Facolta di Architettura di Alghero (Italy,
2005-2006).

From its base in Amsterdam XML has been involved in
worldwide cross-disciplinary projects with an emphasis
on cultural analysis. The work of XML is characterized by
a research driven approach. XML continuously works
on a wide rage of scales, ranging from a series of spatial
scenario’s for the Netherlands in 2040 for the Goverment
Chief Architect, to a design for a multi use building at the
heart of Amsterdam, and researching and designing the
interior architecture of the plenary hall of parliaments.
The approach and work of XML have been awarded
numerous prizes, including a first prize in the Europan 9
competition for Almere. In the Europan 10 competition
XML was the first office to be succesful in three locations,
winning first prize for their project in Tallinn and receiving
honorable mentions for their proposals in Munich and
Madrid. The office has also received grants from The
Netherlands Foundation for Visual Arts as a recognition for
their promising contribution to the field of architecture.
The work of XML has been widely published and has
been featured in numerous exhibitions such as “Dutch
Design Works” in Shanghai and at the “Minsk Biennal”.
Recently their exhibition “Theatres of Democracy” was on
show at The Dutch House of Representatives, The Hague.
Their comprehensive research project on Olympic Cities
was part of the 5th Architecture Biennial in Rotterdam.
XML is led by two partners, Max Cohen de Lara and
David Mulder. Both partners hold a Master of Science in
Architecture from Delft University of Technology.
Before establishing XML, both partners worked for
internationaly renouned offices. After graduating from
the TU Delft David Mulder worked as architect and
researcher at AMO, the thinktank of Rem Koolhaas’ Office
for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA). Max Cohen de
Lara gained experience at the Office of Ryue Nishizawa
in Tokyo, and the Dutch offices Maxwan and One
Architecture.
Both partners have been contributing editors to the
bilingual independent architectural journal OASE, and have
published articles in a wide array of both architectural- and
non-architectural publications.
In 2008 Max Cohen de Lara and David Mulder founded
XML.
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This book embodies two
academic year’s work
of analysis and design
at the Dessau Institute of
Architecture (DIA), part
of the Graduate School
of Architecture of Anhalt
University, with its focus
on critical reflection and
implementation of a
specific initiative centered
on the city of Amsterdam.

The first part of the book is
focused on the historical
development of the
city of Amsterdam, and
in particular the northern
part which has been an
industrial area and garden
city for a long time.
Income levels are lower
than at the opposite side
of the IJ Bank, the old city
of Amsterdam which was

always more attractive for
businesses and high end
housing. The second part
of the book is focused on
the Houthavens, one of
the last urban waterfront
areas in the city of
Amsterdam that still has to
be developed. Most of
the IJ Bank development
in Amsterdam has been
accomplished, but right

DIA series © 2012

1

now we are in a different
condition. Economic
development is coming
to a halt, conditions in the
real estate market have
changed, and mortgage
conditions from the banks
are more severe than
before 1998. Limitations
of municipal investment
ask for inventive and
creative solutions in the

